26o CONSTITUTIONAL LA W OF BRITISH DOMINIONS
Chapter that the legislature cannot take from it the inherent
XI' right to investigate whether the circumstances, which
have been alleged as the ground of the jurisdiction of
that court being put into operation, are such as to
justify that action.1 No doubt there is some tendency
of late years to endeavour to lessen the power of the
superior courts to intervene, but the same tendency is
well known in the United Kingdom and arises from
reasons of equal weight in the Dominions.
The organisation of Dominion courts follows lines
similar to those of the English courts, apart from the
principle that in general from a superior court there is
but one appeal, instead of the appeal first to the Court
of Appeal and then to the House of Lords in England
in civil cases. The appellate court may or may not be
formally styled Court of Appeal or Appellate Division
or consist merely of a full bench of the Supreme Court.
The Irish Free State sets at the head of the judicial
system the Supreme Court of three judges, subordinate
to which is the High Court of six judges, who sit also
in the Central Criminal Court for specially serious
offences, while Circuit Courts perform in the circuits
much of" the business of the High Court, subject to
appeal. The policy of decentralising the Supreme Court
was also adopted in 1921 by Queensland, when the
District Courts were abolished and Supreme Court
judges sent to exercise jurisdiction in their place.
In the Union of South Africa the organisation is
based on the old provincial system. There are Provincial
Divisions of the Supreme Court with in addition two
Local Divisions for the Cape, Eastern Districts, and
1 The Tramways' Case (No. 1) (1913), 18 C.L.R. 54. For the sphere of
certiorari, see Minister of Health v. R.; Yaffe, Ex parte, [1931] A.C. 494.

